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Summary

The basic concepts of citation analysis and journal impact factors are discussed in the light
of quality assessment of scientific publications, individual scientists and research units. The
major controversies concerning this topic are addressed: technical limitations, database
selectivity, time and discipline-related biases, language and publication type biases, multiple
authorship merits and citing motivations. Both positive and negative aspects are put into
perspective. The authors conclude that citation analysis, even when based on journal impact
factors, can be a worthwhile criterion for evaluating publication records of individual
scientists or research units, as long as some of the problems discussed are sufficiently taken
into account. However, this conclusion in no way implies that citation analysis may be
considered as the one and only evaluation criterion.
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Introduction

Citation analysis and journal impact factors have
become highly influential within the scientific community. Not only reputations but also hard currencies such as promotion, tenure and research funding
are increasingly affected by them. The major reason
for the success of these bibliometric techniques is the
belief that they can somehow measure the otherwise
elusive concepts of quality and influence. Citation
analysis and journal impact factors do indeed quantify several aspects of the scientific literature, but the
manner in which these quantifications are calculated
as well as some of the conclusions drawn from them
are not received with the same excitement by everyone. In addition to reasoned introductions (Smith
1981) and triumphant applications (Garfield 197y),
the substantial literature on this subject contains
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many critical voices, some going SO far as to propose
a moratorium on using citation analysis as an assessment tool (MacRoberts & MacRoberts ry8ya).
The underlying principle of citation analysis, that
the significance of a scientific paper can be measured
by counting the citations it receives, is fairly easy to
understand. Science encompasses more than
research, discovery and invention. Without communication, innovations would soon get lost and the
proverbial wheel would need to be invented time
and again. Teaching is often considered the cornerstone of knowledge transfer, yet it concentrates on
the well established core of science. The edge of
scientific innovation tends to be transferred through
informal communication such as invisible colleges nowadays increasingly using electronic formats-and
published contributions, preferably in peer-reviewed
journals.
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Science Citation Index
Of all forms of scientific communication, published
documents are best suited to be quantified. Of
course, this cannot be done in one go, as n o index
exists that includes all scientific publications. Even
the major bibliographic databases list only a fraction
of all published items, generally limited to broad disciplines (e.g. biomedical sciences), specific specialties
(e.g. leprosy), document types ( e g only journal
articles) or a limited number of source publications
(e.g. 3 5 0 0 top journals). Therefore, listing an
exhaustive inventory of all publications by a specific
scientist or research group i s possible only when one
has access to personal or institutional publication
lists. But no matter how exhaustive these may be,
counting and comparing the number of publications
does not say a great deal about their intrinsic quality
and external impact.
The basic assumption of citation analysis i s that a
publication is valuable in as far as it is explicitly
used, i.e. cited in later papers. When such citations
are counted, the impact of a great many publications
o n the scientific community can be measured and
compared. In the absence of other reliable methods
based on purely quantitative criteria, this bibliometric approach i s arguably the next best thing to
the direct assessment of the intrinsic quality of the
publication. For over 3 0 years, the Institute for
Scientific Information (ISI) in Philadelphia has been
providing such comparison tools. Their Science
Citation Index ( X I ) essentially lists what papers
have been cited by what other papers, and vice versa
(Garfield 1955; 1964). Initially starting with annual
volumes in the early sixties, the SCI was later retrospectively complemented to 1945. Quarterly updates
and 5-year cumulations were also issued. Meanwhile, the Social Science Citation Index [SSCI) and
Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI)
appeared as smaller companion volumes. These
citation indexes are available in both printed and
electronic formats (online cumulative file (1973present) and annual data with quarterly updates on
CD-ROM). By 1990 they jointly covered some
18 ooo ooo source items published since r945 and
more than 217 ooo ooo citations (Garfield 199oa).
Originally, the citation indexes were intended as
bibliographic tools, to retrieve later papers dealing
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with the same subject or approach as the original
(=cited) paper. As such they constitute a valuable
complement to traditional author and subject
indexes and ‘cited literature’ lists or bibliographies,
which necessarily point to earlier papers. They also
allow for bibliographic coupling (lateral identification of related papers on the basis of citations they
have in common) or co-citation studies (idem, but
this time on the basis of being cited together by
later articles). Yet citation indexes are increasingly
being used to support all kinds of rankings and
comparisons of individual articles, journals,
authors, institutions and even countries. By adding,
subtracting, multiplying or dividing the basic
values, all kinds of derivative values or rankings
can be constructed. Adding the values for each year
since its original publication gives a total citation
count of a specific paper. Adding the values of all
papers by a scientist gives him or her a ‘lifetime’
citation count, and combining all publications from
their scientists (not dou ble-counting cooperative
efforts) gives a total value for university departments,
institutions or corporations (Moed & Van Raan
1988; Nederhof 1988; Nederhof et al. 1993).Dividing these totals by parameters such as the number
of years covered gives averages or impact ratios.
Comparing year-specific values shows evolutions,
etc., etc.
As such, it i s not surprising that ISI’s
bibliographichibliometric tools have given rise to
various academic hit-parades, which can he found
in general science journals such as Science and
Nature. But generally they first appear in ISI’s
own Science Watch newsletter, which intends to
identify trends in global and national scientific
research (Garfield i99od), but could also be considered a public relations commodity for the IS1 and
their expensive products (Taubes 1 9 9 3 ) . These tools
have been warmly welcomed by science policy
makers and university administrators (Wade i975),
while they have been abhorred by many individual
scientists, either on moral grounds, because of bad
personal experiences, or by finding faults on several
.
reject the
levels (Dumont 1989; Tainer ~ 9 9 1 )Some
general assumptions of citation analysis, others criticize specific factors or resent the way in which
results were interpreted in specific cases. This may
lead to rather personal disputes on the relevance of
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professorial candidates’ citation records (Calza &
Garbisa 1995;Maffulli 1995;Motta 1995).The
major criticisms of citation analysis will be discussed
further on.
Journal Citation Reports
Another useful bibliometric tool, derived from the
same database(s) as the citation index(es), arrived in
7973 in the form of the annual Journal Citation
Reports (JCR).These aim to quantify the relative
value of individual journals. The most popular criterion in this respect is the journal impact factor
(JIF), i.e. the total number of citations a journal
receives during a given year to articles from the two
previous years, divided by the total number of
‘source’ articles published in this journal during that
same two-year period. This gives the journal a mean
value, allowing for mutual comparison of different
journals (Garfield 1972; 1976; 1986b). Using the JIF
neutralizes two obvious biases of absolute citation
counts: the ‘citable’ period is limited to two recent
years so that the advantage older journals otherwise
would have ( a larger reservoir of papers) is discounted. Secondly, the division of citation counts by
the total number of citable papers discounts the
advantage of large (weekly) journals publishing a
great number of contributions. Apart from JIFs, the
/ C R provide lots of other useful data on each of the
journals included, such as the total number of source
items, the total number of citations received, what
journals cite it and are cited by it, parameters such
as the immediacy index (average number of citations
received in a given year per paper published during
that same year) and JIF-based journal rankings, both
interdisciplinary and per specialty. Although a
smaller social sciences ICR also exists (covering
1400 journals), we shall discuss the SCI-based / C R
only.
The / C R have regularly been used as a bibliometric tool, allowing, for example, librarians to
select journals on cost-benefit grounds (Broadus
1977; Deurenberg 1993; Smith 1985). In recent
years, they are increasingly being used as a secondary form of citation analysis for evaluating individual papers, researchers, departments, etc. (King
7987; Figdor 1994). Without question, using JIFs
(or other / C R values) is a relatively simple and cost-
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effective alternative to true citation analysis. The latter is fairly easy to d o for individual authors if one
has access to the citation indexes, but becomes quite
cumbersome when applied to groups such as university departments or companies. The use of JIFs for
this purpose thus largely relies on the assumption
that the great majority of articles published in a
specific journal can be expected to receive a citation
value somewhere around that journal’s average. This
claim, however, has been challenged (Seglen I 989;
1994; Hansson 1995).As Seglen ( I 992) rather convincingly demonstrates, the distribution of citations
to articles within the same journal is far from uniform. A relatively small percentage of papers receive
the vast majority of all citations to any journal. Even
top ranking journals such as Science and Nature
each year publish a number of papers that are not
cited even once during the first 5 years of their existence (e.g. 5.1 and 3.8% respectively for 1978
papers; Garfield 1983). In this light it becomes
indeed untenable to assume that giving articles the
average citation value of the journal they are published in (i.e. the JIF) reflects their actual citation
rate.
But does this imply that this method is useless?
Even when the correlation between JIFs and actual
article citation counts is low, the JIF does say something about the value of individual papers. Editorial
boards are generally highly conscious of their journal’s reputation and may therefore reject papers they
believe may harm their current status. Acceptance of
a paper by a high impact journal can therefore be
considered an acknowledgement of its worth, accredited by the ‘peer’ reviewers. This academic indication
of value is then quantified using a parameter (JIF)
that is indeed based on citation data gathered from
ISI’s complete citing reservoir. As the amount of
‘noise’ affects journal scores less than individual
papers this method has even some advantage over
true citation analysis. We therefore believe that as an
autonomous journal prestige indicator, the JIF can
still be used as a meaningful quality indicator for
scientific papers, independently from absolute citation counts. Still it should be borne in mind that
many of the criticisms on citation analysis listed
below have repercussions for both methods, as they
both share a number of principles and ultimately
rely on actual citation data.
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Technical limitations and selection biases

A first series of objections to using citation analysis
as an evaluation tool for published research deals
with intrinsic limitations of the system as applied
by ISI. Just as no index lists all original scientific
publications, IS1 does not list all published citations.
ISI’s database is probably the largest nonmonographic bibliographic database in the world,
hut n o matter what its impressive multinational and
multidisciplinary qualities, completeness is just not
feasible. The citation indexes gather bibliographic
citations only from journal articles, not from books,
book chapters, conference proceedings, ‘grey’ literature, etc. In fact, these non-article publications are
duly included as cited references, but not as citing
source items. Within the journals category, only a
limited number are scanned for citations. Although
IS1 currently use some 4500 source journals for their
SCI, this may be less than 10% of all available
scientific serials (Hamilton 1990). This of course
does not imply that 90% of all important science
is plainly discarded. Bibliometric rules such as
Bradford’s law of scattering (Bradford 1950) and
Garfield’s law of concentration (Garfield 1971)illustrate that in science a relatively small core accounts
for most of the quality and impact. The original
formulation, centred on journal collections, claims
that ‘no matter what the specialty, a relatively small
core of journals will account for as much as 90% of
the significant literature, while attempts to gather
roo% of it will add journals to the core at an
exponential rate’ (Garfield 1980). This kind of distribution appears to apply on various levels, whether
one is dealing with articles, journals or authors
(Garfield (1980) includes a n adequate presentation
of this and related phenomena). Of course, generally
speaking, it is very convenient that the most important research articles are published in a relatively
small group of scientific journals. Even within the
SCI core of citing journals, 10% of the journals
account for 90% of all citations (Hamilton 1990).
The distribution of JIFs (Figure I ) illustrates a comparable pattern. But these bibliometric ‘laws’ and
their often fascinating results are another discussion
altogether.
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Controversies
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Incidentally, if the scientific contents of journals
would constitute the only criterion for their ‘value’,
one super-Nature would suffice for keeping the entire
scientific community abreast of all scientific progress.
It is clear that other than scientific factors are also at
play and that, for instance, the usefulness of journals
for specific groups of readers is equally important.
These groups mainly consist of readers sharing the
same specialty interests, but in many cases they may
also be composed on common geographical, linguistic and/or social grounds. This does not, of course,
relieve the editors from their duty to maintain sound
professional standards.
Anyway, whatever the selection criteria (periodicity, peer review standards, publisher’s reputation,
language, geographical location, presentation, accuracy of references, etc.) the actual selection of
journals will always be debatable. The 4500 source
journals selected for SCI d o not necessarily themselves figure among the most cited, as due attention
is paid to sufficient representation of all specialties.
Without doubt, many journals which are not
included in ISI’s J C R are cited more often than some
others that d o make part of it. They are the unlucky
ones, which explains why IS1 is flooded with
demands for inclusion in the J C R and generates a lot
of frustration when journals are turned down, sometimes for other than ‘scientific’ reasons (Garfield
r996). Still, the IS1 selection does not constitute a
closed circuit (in 1966, for instance, the SCI selection consisted of only 1500 source journals
(Margolis 1967)). When non-included journals get
highly cited by SCI journals, they will not remain
ignored by IS1 for very long.
Within this body of source journals a further
selection is made: only some types of journal contribution are included as source items: original articles,
review papers, but generally not letters. This is an
important matter to appraise when calculating ratios
such as the JIF: what exactly is or should be
included in the nominator and what in the denominator? Citations to editorials or letters may be
included without these publications being counted as
source items. It would therefore seem advantageous
for any journal to include many editorials, reviews
and letters in order to enlarge the reservoir of citable
papers. As these are not counted as source items,
potential citations are ‘for free’, and the JIF is
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Figure I Distribution of J C R
journals according to journal impact
factor (JIF), 1994.
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unfairly boosted (Dubin & Arndt 1995). This
appears to be the case for certain high impact
journals such as The Lancet and the New England
journal of Medicine (Moed & van Leeuwen 199s;
1996). On the other hand, indiscriminately including
all types of publications as source articles would
unfairly lower the JIF of such journals, as the great
majority of these extra items were probably never
meant to be cited. Should certain publication types
therefore be excluded or dealt with in a different
way? Some critics suggest the splitting up of JIFs
into separate parameters for each type of publication
(Moed & van Leeuwen 1995). Others deride this
kind of subtlety with a reductio ad absurdurn, ending up with next to nothing to quantify (von Borstel
1991). IS1 on their part have been aware of this
problem from from early on. Because of this, the
original definition of source articles was modified
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and involves a fairly sophisticated algorithm
(Garfield 1976).
Of course, citation counts and JIFs are relative
figures, as they are derived from a limited group of
sources. In accordance with Bradford’s law, enlarging this group will boost the figures of the top journals, but lower the overall means and averages, as
the extra sources are likely to cite predominantly the
top journals and receive relatively few extra citations
themselves (except for self-citations). This, in part,
explains why the JIFs of the high impact journals
especially have increased continually during the
years. Yet these variations in individual scores do
not notably change the global picture. A principle
sometimes referred to as the Matthew effect (Merton
1968) explains that in scientific literature also success breeds success. Both authors and journals get
cited more easily once they have a substantial basis
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to start from. This may be true for various reasons,
including the citers being lured by author celebrity
and journal status, o r simply because these authors
write quality papers and tend to present their best
work to top journals. These have a relatively wide
distribution and are indexed by the major abstracting services, so these scientists’ works become more
visible, and hence more citable. The same principle
works at a more individual level: the more papers
one has published on a specific subject, the larger the
reservoir grows for justifiable self-citation.
Even if journal selection rules were universally
approved, a well defined body of source publications
would still pose its own problems: how to identify
and handle journal title changes or mergers? What
about new potentially high quality journals which
cannot be evaluated o n their true merits, as they
have not yet published a substantial body of citable
papers? Furthermore, not all cited papers will be
identified as such: errors are made, both by the
citing authors and during input at ISI. These can be
purely clerical or interpretative, e.g. due to homographs, different spellings, multiple initials or name
variations of the same author, especially where
double names are concerned (e.g. ‘Derek J. de Solla
Price’), married women changing their maiden
names, the lack of uniform journal abbreviations
and the risks of multiple transliteration. In a set of
2 j ooo citations to 4 joo articles from j different
journals, Moed and Vriens (1989) found that about
10% showed a discrepancy in at least one datafield
(e.g. author, publication year, volume number, etc.)
between the SCI notation and the original publication, the vast majority being caused by errors in
the cited reference lists.
Discipline-related biases
Citation indexes (and hence citation analyses) are
generally related to specific time periods. As such,
they provide time-specific impressions only. JIFs rely
on a one-year ‘citedness’ period of relatively recent
publications (0-3 years). Even though on average,
scientific papers reach their top citation rates within
3 years after publication, differences exist between
disciplines (Margolis 1967; Moed & Van Raan
~ 9 8 8 )The
.
publishing time lag penalizes specific disciplines with longer turnover times (Hansson 1995;
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Metcalfe 1995). This can even affect the citation
records of countries or regions (Sorokin r y q 6 ) .
Changing the ‘citing window’ from 2 to, e.g. 10
years may affect parameter values and interdisciplinary journal rankings. This temporal difference in
citing patterns can be verified using the immediacy
index or the cited half-life listing (the number of
journal publication years, going back from the current year, which account for 50% of the total
number of citations received by the cited journal).
Yet as separate parameters rhese do not influence the
calculation of citation counts and JIFs.
These time-related differences constitute just one
of the macro-sociological aspects that characterize
the citation patterns of individual disciplines, thus
influencing both absolute citation counts and JIFs.
Molecular biologists tend to publish and cite more
eagerly than, e.g. public health scientists (partially
because the former’s research field is expanding
much more rapidly). The social sciences are generally
disadvantaged in that monographic literature, which
i s relatively more important for these disciplines, is
less adequately dealt with. This may partly explain
why almost 7 j% of social science papers are not
even cited once (at least by ISI’s source journals)
during the first 5 years after publication, compared
to less than 20% in biochemistry and molecular
. arts and humanities
biology (Hamilton 1 9 ~ 1 )The
are even worse off with an average uncitedness
degree of 9 8 % . Within the broad disciplines, ‘trendy’
or new specialties (e.g. AIDS research) are in a
privileged position, as i s clear from the ‘hot papers’
hit-parade.
When comparing results from different disciplines
using the JIFs, corrective measures are sometimes
utilized. ‘Weighted’ JIFs, for instance, multiply the
JIFs by a coefficient that should neutralize the general differences between disciplines. These can be
calculated by comparing the journal’s actual JIF with
the top JIF of its discipline (Batios et al. 1 9 9 2 ) . This
may look simple, but external comparisons and
internal rankings of journals by discipline may give a
distorted picture, as only the ‘true’ specialty journals
are taken into account, while it is not clear how
more general science journals, which include important articles from any specialty (Roelants i y 8 7 ) , or
other specialties’ journals should be dealt with in
this respect. Moreover, the actual allocation by IS1
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of specific journals to specialty rankings may not
always agree with what the specialists themselves
consider their most important journals. Why, for
instance, does the International Journal of Leprosy
rank among the top journals of the tropical medicine
category but is not included in the infectious disease
category, while Parasitology Today and other inedical parasitology journals dealing mainly with
tropical diseases are not included in the tropical
medicine category? If they were, this category’s top
JIF would more than double, thus severely affecting
‘weighted’ JIFs.
One of us (GR) has recently performed an analysis
of the scientific literature production of the Antwerp
Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITMA) from 199 I to
1995 using the JIF method. It appeared that the first
tropical medicine journal figures only 46th in the
listing of journals ranked by JIF (Table I ) , in which
ITMA articles were published. Excluding the non-IS1
papers, the mean JIF-value of journal articles was
2.816, more than 50% higher than the top tropical
medicine JIF. The median of the SCI source journals
has for years remained fairly steady around 0.6.
Recently IS1 have not counted a mean JIF (IS1 personal communication, June 1 9 9 6 ) ;in the midseventies it was slightly more than I (Garfield 1976).
Though it is clear that JIFs of different disciplines
should not be compared on the same level, using
1SI’s J C R subject categories as a basis for calculating
‘weighted’ JIFs is probably not the ideal way around
this problem. Research institutions might consider
the fabrication of specialty journal groupings of their
own which would better correspond with their fields
of interest. Yet fair warning should be given that
such tailor-made solutions are highly susceptible to
arbitrary manipulation and might result in an
unworkable hodge-podge. It is even less clear how
internal popularity variations of subspecialties within
disciplines can be neutralized.
Methodological refinements have not been proposed exclusively for JIF-based analyses. The ‘relarive impact factor’, for instance, compares the actual
citation counts of a paper with the mean citation
count of the journal in which it appeared. This could
lessen the social biases between journals and specialties, as it might divert interesting papers to less
appreciated periodicals (Seglen 1989). Todorov and
Glanzel (1988) discuss a number of alternatives,
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such as the ‘disciplinary impact factor’ and the
‘adjusted impact factor’.
Other biases and publication type merits
Other sociological aspeccs include language biashow can non-English or non-Roman script papers
compete fairly with English language articles?(Garfield 1 9 9 0 ~ and
) regional or nationalistic biases
(Campbell 1990). On a lower level the same bias is
reflected by exaggerated mutual citation within a
group (‘scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours’) or
excessive self-citation, which may account for up to
20% of all citations (Hamilton 1990) or more. Up
to a point self-citation is rather obvious and justified,
and when it surpasses acceptable limits it should be
neutralized by the peer review process, which generally diverts such papers to less visible publications
(Taubes 1993).
The appreciation of different formal types of contribution is equally controversial. In this section, the
question is not technical, such as whether a specific
type of publication should be counted as a citable
source item, but the comparative merit of their contents is under investigation. Is it jusrifiable to rate
clearly different types of publications in the saine
way? Can a short letter be considered equally valuable as a full-length research article? Using true
citation analysis, this imbalance may be neutralized,
but using the JIF method, it can lead to rather
grotesque results, where a letter in a high impact
journal gets a hundredfold citation value compared
to an original feature article in a lower impact journal. The letter could, of course, be of intrinsically far
superior quality and influence. Some types of article
(e.g. methodology articles, reviews) are bound to be
cited considerably more often than standard research
papers. The same can be said for certain types o f
journal; review journals are at an advantage, as they
generally contain few source items which are cited
relatively more often.
Authorship merits
The comparative appreciation of different types of
authorship is also open to debate. In applied citation
analyses, generally n o distinction is made between
single and multi-authored papers. Whether an author
is fully responsible for a publication or listed as the
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New England Journal of Medicine
Science
Lancet
Annals of Internal Medicine
Journal of the American Medical Association
Journal of Virology
European Journal of Immunology
AIDS
Biochemistry
Molecular Microbiology
American Review of Respiratory Disease
Journal of Infectious Diseases
British Medical Journal
Nucleic Acids Research
Journal of Bacteriology
Parasitology Today
Virology
Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes
Infection and Immunity
AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses
Journal of Clinical Microbiology
International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology
Clinical Infectious Diseases
International Journal of Cancer
Journal of Organic Chemistry
Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy
Molecular and Biochemical Parasitology
Journal of Clinical Immunology
Journal of Leucocyte Biology
Clinical and Experimental Immunology
American Journal of Public Health
Clinical Immunology and Immunopathology
Vox Sanguinis
Clinical Chemistry
Journal of Medical Virology
Vaccine
Immunobiology
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Quarterly Journal of Medicine
Parasite Immunology
Biological Mass Spectrometry
Archives of Dermatology
Parasitology
Experimental Parasitology
American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
Journal of Neurological Sciences
Diseases of the Colon and Rectum
Pediatric Infectious Diseases Journal
Research in Microbiology
Tubercle and Lung Disease
European Journal of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious
Diseases
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Journal title
~~~
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22.673
22.067
'7.332
9.887
6.863
6.254
5.664
5.294
5.234
5.142
4.901
4.781
4.411
4.097
4.013
3.907
3.879
3.796

3.773
3.593
3.474
3.436
3.292
3.274
3.793
3.180
3.063
2.93 1
2.924
2.912

2.776
2.553
2.430
2.377
2.246
2.189
2.088

2.087
2.079
2.069
2.021

1.935
7.854
1.836
1.798
1.788

1.776
1.739
1.729
r.720
1.705
1.69T

_-

Table I Journals in which ITMA
research papers were published
(TgYT-1995 period), arranged by JIF
(first 60 titles only)
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Journal impact
factor ( I 994)

Journal title
Bulletin of the World Health Organization
Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology
Acta Tropica
Journal of Virological Methods
Toxicon
Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene
Journal of Infection
International Journal of Food Microbiology

r r t h of a 15 author collaboration, he or she will get
the full value of that specific paper on his or her
account (in SCI the cited papers are listed by first
author only, but this does not prevent serious
citation analysers from accrediting these citation
counts to all other authors, provided they have complete and accurate publication lists at their disposal.
This may not always be obvious due to bibliographic
style regulations or database limitations).
Multiple authorship is essentially not a problem of
citation analysis in itself, but is driven by current
publishing patterns. With IOO+ authored papers
appearing every now and then, multiple authorship
has become a controversial item in scientific publishing, and particularly so in medicine (Onwude et al.
1993). On the one hand, database producers are
prompted to include a wider multi-author representation; on the other, journal editors are urging scientists to adopt a more responsible attitude and are
investigating ways to radically redefine the ‘authorship’ concept. Horton and Smith (1996) suggest
introducing a system comparable to function-specific
film credits.
Anyway, within the scientific community cooperation tends to be considered favourably, increasingly
necessary and politically correct. When it comes to
publishing, it certainly has quantitative advantages:
writing 12 co-authored papers with a group of 12
authors is not necessarily that much more timeconsuming for each than writing one single-authored
paper of comparable substance. Yet, this may backfire when scientists altruistically manifest themselves
as part of a collaborative group and are not identifiable on an individual basis afterwards. Unwarranted
honorary authorship and ceremonial citations ( e g .
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Table I continued from previous

Page

DECEMBER

1.526
1.5

15

‘

1.43
1.403
1.397

to laboratory chiefs) appear to be common and are
contested only when such papers attract negative
publicity (Maddox 1988). Some creative minds have
been known to enlarge their personal bibliographies
or to support their claims by inventing fictitious
references (Cronin 1981).
A related phenomenon is that not only has the
actual number of publications increased dramatically, but the nominal content of the average publication has decreased. As a result of various factors,
including the ‘publish or perish’ principle, newsworthy information tends to be published in ever
smaller bits, so that one basic research paper now
becomes several, each counting as a separate (self)citable publication (Broad 1981; Maddox 1989).
Another way to boost the number of citations is to
slightly doctor or plainly fabricate primary data, so
that the paper becomes far more interesting than the
underlying research allows for. Even a retraction
may yield a citation to the original paper. A combination of multiple authorship and multiple papers
per investigation is the practice of publishing essentially the same data in different journals, slightly
changing the order of author names and title words.
The most fundamental explanation for the current
‘information explosion’ is, of course, the plain fact
that in the present century the number of scientists
has increased spectacularly. But the relative importance of the publication and citation based meritocracy no doubt urges many scientists to publish
more than their research can justify (‘if you can’t
beat ’em, join ’em’), thus consciously perpetuating
the vicious circle of increasing ‘productivity’. It
would be naive to ignore these behavioural changes,
which were anticipated from the early days of
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citation analysis (Margolis 1967). But to conclude
that all evaluation based on quantitative criteria is
meaningless number-juggling and to isolate oneself
by emphatically refusing to ‘jump on the bandwagon’ is probably not the answer. Rejecting the
realities of present day knowledge transfer is in a
way comparable to reproaching all World Wide Web
information providers for cluttering up the Internet.
Talking of which, it will be very interesting to see
how the new electronic publishing formats will affect
the domain of authorship and citation patterns.
Citing motivations
Perhaps the most essential question concerning citation analysis is whether its basic assumption is actually valid. Do reference lists really reflect genuine
influences, and all of them, on the citing paper? This
‘normative theory of citing’ has been challenged on
various grounds. References may be included merely
to display the author’s thorough knowledge of ‘the
literature’ o r as tools of persuasion. References to
articles published in high prestige journals or by well
known authors suggest that the author’s own conclusions are in line with them (or the other way
round). References may be included simply to flatter
the solicited journal or its reviewers. Secondary
citations, copied from other reference lists without
studying the original publication, are also common,
as is clear from the bizarre history of some erroneous references (Dobell 1938; Broadus 1983). Often
the original publication is not acknowledged, but a
later review paper appears as a reference instead.
Furthermore, a portion of all citations are so-called
negative citations, i.e. the citing author explicitly
disagrees with the cited paper. Yet this appears to
constitute only a small fraction, as authors generally
avoid giving negative credit unless this can be
softened by positive remarks (Brooks 1986;
MacRoberts 81 MacRoberts 1384). Less common
but equally irrelevant as influences are papers cited
as examples of unrepeatable scientific results or as
downright frauds (Garfield 199ob).
A rather large group of ‘unwarranted citations’
are those that d o not point to actual influences or
corroborations, but aim to show the reader ‘the
way’ (e.g. general introduction, historical context,
elucidation of concepts not explicitly dealt with in
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the citing paper). Many critics are rather strict in
rejecting these as meaningful references. We believe
that being referred to as a useful introduction or
extension is also a worthwhile validation, as this
avoids needless duplication of information and
enhances intelligibility.
Amongst many others, Cronin ( I 98 I ) , Bonzi
(1982), King (1987) and Liu (1993) deal extensively
with these issues, each reviewing one or more classifications of citing motivation. Brooks ( I 9 8 5 ) investigates several competing theoretical models on citing
motivation by empirically asking authors why they
cite specific articles. Still, one wonders how interviews with 20 researchers from the same university
can be representative of the scientific community at
large.
It thus appears that reference lists include a fair
share of ‘noise’. But does this affect the ratings in
an essential way? Would the overall picture he that
different if irrelevant references could somehow be
weeded out or would their influence be diminished
once the scale grew sufficiently large? O r would
it be pure coincidence that the actual top ranking
journals, authors and papers are who they are? It
seems only natural that irrelevant citations somehow
cancel each other out, as there is no common reason
for citing each of them extensively. If a paper
receives a high number of citations, it is probably
not a superfluous one. Even if a considerable part of
the average reference list consists of such items, this
does not necessarily invalidate the citation-influence
relation in the same proportion.
Influences that d o not get listed present a more
elusive problem. MacRoberts and MacKoherts
(1989ab) claim that only 3 0 % of actual influences
are included in reference lists. Some remain
unacknowledged, because they have become too
obvious (‘obliterated by incorporation’), or hecause
they are consciously repressed. In the first category
there will hardly be any doubt as to the value of
these publications. In the second one it i s highly
unlikely that the uncited authors will be equally
ignored by all other citing authors in their field. A
special case i s premature discovery with delayed
recognition, when breakthrough papers start getting
cited much later than average research papers (but
then again, in their early history they cannot be
regarded as influences, no matter how valuable they
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may prove afterwards). Background reading can also
be influential but generally does not feature in reference lists. The same is true for implicit citations, i.e.
works mentioned in the text without a supporting
bibliographic reference.
One may even wonder whether it is essential to
list each and every influence? Most research articles
are not meant to be exhaustive literature studies.
Selecting one or two references to underscore a
specific point is generally sufficient (as is obvious, for
instance, in this paper). The selection between
equally appropriate references can be influenced by
personal taste, language bias, or immediate availability in the local library. This puts the rather
spectacular ‘uncitedness’ figures in a more realistic
perspective. Obviously, writing a comprehensive
review requires another approach.
More solutions and problems

All these considerations indicate that no counting
result or ranking can be fool-proof, as too many
individual factors are at play. As such it is ironic
that most criticism does not reject citation analysis
for lack of objectivity, but rather because this objectivity does not take sufficient account of the peculiar
context of individual cases. As discussed above,
using weighted or relative JIFs are well meant
attempts to correct discipline-related imbalances.
A fine example of over-the-top technicalities is
‘fractional citation counting’, in which each citing
paper has one citation point to be divided amongst
its references (King 1987):if a paper has 20 references, each one gets a cited value 0 . 0 5 . This would
imply that, quantitatively speaking, being cited by an
editorial with 3 references is 10 times more interesting than being cited by an original research paper
with 3 0 references. This approach may soon lead to
rather silly results. Dividing publication numbers
and citation counts by the number of authors, as
suggested by Price (1981),seems more reasonable, as
this in a way reflects the amount of work and
responsibility of each, and the number of authors is
controlled by themselves. This division could be
equally proportioned, or self-defined by the authors.
It is also likely to discourage abuses such as honorary authorship, as each additional author diminishes
the returns for all other authors.
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But even if all this were sorted out, the same
kinds of subtlety would be needed when judging the
‘quantitative’ merits of publications themselves. Parameters would be needed to represent abstracts vs
letters vs research articles, etc. or to take into
account their length. Bonzi (1982)pleads for the
introduction of a standardized motivation indicator
for each reference. Cano ( 7 9 8 9 ) would appreciate
taking into consideration the relative place o f the
citation within the text, as e.g. references cited in the
introductory part would be less valuable than those
mentioned in the analytic part. Still another
approach would give more weight to publications
cited more than once within the same paper (in the
IS1 databases these are only counted once). Each of
these refining parameters would then have to be
recalibrated using discipline-specific coefficients. I t
seems clear that a truly ‘correct’ formula would soon
become unworkable.
Conclusions

Clearly citation analysis is not the holy grail of quality assessment that some science administrators or
highly cited authors may take it for. What then
remains of its pretensions? First, a lot of them are
not pretensions at all. IS1 have always stressed that
the SCI and / C R are tools for evaluation, but do not
aspire to evaluation itself (Garfield 1983).IS1 have
been aware of most shortcomings from the very
beginning and have warned against the use of their
tools for individual judgments. Most criticisms were
documented and responded to fairly early. Most
anomalies are claimed to have very little effect on the
global picture, as they would be ironed o u t by the
sheer mass of material and by specially developed
statistical routines (Garfield 8r Cawkell 1975). These
claims are strongly contested by, amongst others,
MacRoberts and MacRoberts (1989ab), who find
that most aspects of citation analysis are badly in
need of conclusive research. O n the other hand,
contrary to most positive reviews, many individual
critical investigations on citation analysis appear to
be based on a relatively limited body of evidence
(Nederhof 1 9 8 8 ) .
Citation indexes certainly d o generate a huge
amount of interesting statistical material offering
remarkable insight into scientific trends and
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sociological differences between disciplines, specialties, departments and countries (Smith et al. 1986).
The larger the scale, the more valid the general conclusions tend to be. In a study focused on Nobel
Prize winners, Garfield (1986a) found that their
expected impact o n the scientific community was
reflected significantly in their citation records long
before they received this highest of awards. And
nobody who i s familiar with the scientific journal
literature will be much surprised when looking at the
JIF rankings. O n the other hand, indicators are never
fully correct quantifiers for the merit of small units
or individuals. The more specific the assessments o r
comparisons are, the more they have been challenged
(Cole 1989).
Technically, citation analysis for evaluating publications can be performed on several levels, each
more cumbersome than the other: ( I ) using JIFs, ( 2 )
calculating absolute citation counts, and (3) using
JIFs andlor absolute citation counts, but introducing
‘balancing’ refinements. Each level implies an
increasingly substantial cost for both database (SCII
CD-ROM subscription, online sessions, tape leasing)
and human resources (e.g. preparing adequate publication lists, retrieving and processing citation values,
implementation of adequate refinements). Some of
the data can be retrieved directly from ISI’s databases for first-author papers only. Finding values for
all papers by an author or research unit takes far
more manual effort. Actually, when discussing
specific citation studies one should always verify
which approach i s (to be) used, as this may otherwise
lead to considerable error and confusion. Therefore
the selection of the method calls for a prior costbenefit analysis (Moed & Van Raan 1988).
A lot of ill-feeling towards citation analysis is
based on the fear that traditional peer review would
be replaced by cold numbers. Although this is not
within the scope of this paper, one wonders to
what degree peer review relies on objective criteria
and i s less prone to all kinds of biases-sympathy,
antipathy, nepotism, in-house bias, ‘old boys’ networks, filling up socio-political quota, etc. Depending on the profile required, various administrative,
social and paedagogic qualities may be equally
quintessential, but this is not part of this discussion.
Yet, the use of a ‘full-time equivalent’ parameter, i.e.
the proportion of professional time that scientists can
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or are supposed to spend on research (Nederhof et al.
1993) i s sufficiently important to be mentioned here.
Obviously, citation analysis should not be used
as the only criterion when evaluating individual
scientists or research units. Even when sticking to
publications, it can also be interesting to look a t an
investigator’s journal articles or publication types
not included in the citation indexes. Comparing
researchers’ total output to their first author publications may also be revealing. In this respect it
would be imprudent to consider the total citation
quota only without examining how these figures
were achieved (e.g. regularity). Limiting the ‘body of
evidence’ to a number of self-selected papers is
another alternative (Hamilton 1990). King (1987)
reviews a number of extra criteria, most of which
are publication-related.
All in all, we believe that citation analysis, even
when based on JIFs, can be a worthwhile criterion
for evaluating the publication records of individual
scientists, as long as one remembers the critical
points mentioned above. Of these, the difference in
citation patterns between disciplines, the unequal
popularity of specific research topics and the English
language bias are essential. Citation counts and
JIFs should not be used to compare research from
different disciplines. As the major journals of most
specialties are included in the IS1 journal ranking
lists, comparing the citation values of different
researchers within the same discipline will generally
lead to useful conclusions. One should appreciate
though that there may be ample reasons why specific
valuable and apparently influential researchers
obtain relatively low counts. In certain cases, local
or national impact may be more important than
international impact. Not all valuable journals necessarily need to focus on pure research. Likewise, not
all publications of a scientist are supposed to break
new ground. Still it would be unfair to fully disregard citation data for evaluation of researchers
consistently scoring above average. And, to paraphrase Cole ( 1 9 8 9 ) ,if your aim as a science administrator is to enhance the visibility of a department in
terms of citation counts or JIFs, it makes perfect
sense to hire, promote or tenure scientists doing well
in the IS1 hit-parade.
Our general conclusion would be that publication
and citation records should at least be given serious
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consideration when evaluating researchers, even if
bibliometric methods cannot be accepted as autonomously conclusive. Or, to quote Garfield (1983):
citation analysis is not a shortcut to be used as a
replacement for thinking. It is the point of departure
for those who are willing to explore every avenue to
thorough evaluation.
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